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an analysis of the padilla gold plates
ray T matheny

the padilla gold piatesplatesplates5151 are well known in LDS church ar-
chaeologicalchaeological anthropological circles where they have been the sub-
ject of publications papers 2 discussion and firsthand examination
they have become an exciting topic and have often been used in
missionary endeavors as an example of empirical evidence for the au-
thenticity of the book of mormon if authentic these twelve post-
age stamp size plates represent the most significant archaeological
evidence of the book of mormon yet to appear if not authentic
they are an embarrassing fraud thus they deserve careful exam-
ination the following article will examine the circumstances of
their reported discovery their physical description their apparent
means of production and the content of their engravings in an at-
tempt to determine their historic value
the plates were reportedly found in a tomb in guerrero mexico

which was excavated by dr jesus padilla orozco and his compan-
ions sometime between 1952 and 1956 3 dr padilla now a physician
in mexico claims that many other gold objects were found and dis-
tributedtri among other men participating in the tomb excavation but
he chose to take the plates because the writing on them interested
him
the original padilla collection consisted of twelve plates five of

which were turned over to jose davila 4 and seven were retained by

paper presented at the twenty fourth annual symposium on the archaeology of the scriptures brig-
ham young university october 1974
ray T matheny is professor of archaeology and anthropology at brigham young university
metallurgists classify sheet as being under 113 inch in thickness and plate as being over 18 inch

therefore the padilla plates should be referred to as sheets of gold stock since they are about 120 as
thick as plate
M wells Jajakemankernan and ray T matheny gold plates from mexico newsletter and proceedings of

11the SEHA number 787 january 1961 see also the following unpublished manuscripts jose 0 da-
vila A study of the amuzgus gold plates 31 july 1963 paul R cheesman A report on the gold
plates found in mexico 1971 paul R cheesman ray T matheny and bruce louthan A report on
the gold plates found in mexico 1973 all in the possession of paul R cheesman BYU religion
department
in a letter to paul R cheesman 26 june 1971 dr padilla stated that the tomb was located and

emptied of its contents between 1952 and 1956 by himself and several friends he declined to give the
location of the site but subsequently informed dr cheesman that it was in the state of guerrero
jose octavio davila morales obtained five small hinged plates from dr padilla in about 1961 his

report see fnan 2 statesscaresstarcs that padilla dug at the site of piedra del rey near the village of amuzgus
oaxaca in 1957 davila was unaware when he received the plates that seven other inscribed plates
existed
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dr padilla all twelve plates have now been examined by the au-
thor

7

circumstances OF DISCOVERY
in january 1971 dr padilla displayed for dr paul cheesman

and me some of the plates and other artifacts reportedly taken from
the guerrero tomb these consisted of numerous small objects in-
cluding an array of jade beads shaped like calabashesabashescal short tubes and
round forms all drilled for stringing also found were carved shell
stone receptacles carved obsidian and jade earspoolsearspools jade labretslaurets or-
naments worn in a perforation in the lip monochrome pottery with
cascabel supports slit type bell like openings projectile points
miniature pottery vessels and copper bells all of which appeared to
be of late date for mesoamericaMesoamerica absent from the collection were
polychrome pottery vessels which may have been sold the assem-
blage in general is of the post classic period AD 900 1200 and
strongly supports padillas claim that the material was taken from a
tomb in guerrero the only objects conspicuously different from
those normally found in tombs in the area are the gold plates

PHYSICAL description OF THE PLATES
general description of the plates the plates are bright gold in col-

or but the smaller ones in davilas possession show a slight cop-
perish hue when turned to different angles in the light the plates
are of several sizes 512.512512 X 669.669669 five plates 787.787787 X 945.945945 two
plates five plates consist of small rectangles of gold sheet for which
I1 do not have dimensions all plates measured are thin ranging from
olioll.011011 to .01250125 in thickness more exact notation on individual sizes
warrants the careful appraisal that follows the smaller five plate set
has a hinge attached on one edge so that the plates fit together like a
bracelet when strung by wire or thread each plate has symbols en-
graved on it some on one others on both sides
size and layout of the plates the remarkable accuracy of layout

and precision manufacture of the plates provides evidence of their
date of origin the plates are laid out as near perfect rectangles plate
8 is .50855085 and 508.508508 in its width measured at each end and 693695.693693
and 682.682682 in its length this is only .00050005 difference in its width
and oiioll.011011 difference in length which are remarkably small deviations
from rectangularity for a handmade item table 1 was constructed
for five plates numbers 8128 12 to check whether this small deviation
was accidental or not
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TABLE I11
manufacturing deviance to produce a rectangular

form for five of the padilla plates

average deviation
deviation for rectangularityrec angularity from perfect

rectangle
plate no length width

8 oiioli.011011 .00050005 .0057500575
9 oolooi.001001 00900911.00911009.009 005.005005
10 00430045.00430043 0026.00260026 .003450034500545
11 .00460046 0014.001400141 003005.003003
12 .00120012 .003200320052 .00220022

plates 10 11 and 12 exhibit deviances considering the length
perceptible only to sophisticated modern measuring devices plates 8
and 9 show deviances detectable only when the dimension in ques-
tion isis checked against known standard edges with a perpendicular
base or perfectly flat surface by such tools as an engine divided
square and surface plate
the question of how these gold plates were ascribedscribed out and cut

is an important one to explore because it will also tell us something
about the tools available to the maker I1 know of nothing made in
antiquity either in the old or new worlds that approaches the rec-
tangularitytangularity achieved by the maker of the padilla plates
figure I11 shows on one edge of plate 10 the marks of the fine

toothed saw which was used in cutting the metal this method of

figure 1 plate 10 showing saw marks identified as having been produced by a
modern jewelers fine toothed saw
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cutting is necessary to prevent thin sheet metal from being distorted
as it is when cut with shears sawing leaves a flat surface next to the
cut edge shears often drag unwanted metal to one edge which must
be trimmed off and distorted edges must be hammered flat figure 2

figure 2 plate 9 showing saw marks on one edge which match those found on
plate 10

shows that plate 9 was also cut with a saw figure 3 shows that one
edge of plate 10 was filed to its final dimension which left groove
marks in long lines on the edge

figure 3 one edge of plate 10 showing that it was filed to size note file marks
running lengthwise on the edge
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plate thickness plates 8 9 and 10 constitute a set made up into
a bracelet these plates were measured with a micrometer at five
points free from engraving the comparative results are shown in
table 2 the plates average .01250125 in thickness and show an average
difference in thickness of .0001800018 the latter measurement is such a
small quantity that to manufacture a set of gold plates by hand
methods within these minute tolerances is truly a marvelous achieve-
ment 5

TABLE 2
manufacturing deviance in thicthicknesskness for
three of the padilla plates hinhingedged set

maximum
plate no average thickness plate no difference

8 .0125501255 8 9 .0002000020
9 .012350123501255 9 10 .0002800028
10 .0126301263 8 10 .0000800008

average thickness average difference
plate no for all plate no for all

8 8
9 .01250125 9 .0001800018
10 10

since the human eye cannot detect such small differences in
thickness as those noted for the small plates examined above one
must conclude that a sophisticated measuring device was required to
produce a gold sheet in close tolerances
the larger plates were also measured and the results are shown in

table 3 the average thickness for both plates is .0112401124 and the av-
erage difference in thickness between the two is 00016.0001600016 according
to sr jose davila plate 12 was examined by dr daniel C worlton
about 1962 davila quotes worlton as saying these gold plates
were hammered flat the thickness of the plates varied in light

to illustrate how small the variances are I1 measured head hair samples from three european
descent individuals and found the maximum difference was 0006 or three times the thickness differ-
ence measured on platesplacespiates 8 9 and 10
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of my own measurements of plate 12 1I wonder if worlton exam-
ined a different plate than plate 12 6

TABLE 3
manufacturing deviance in thickness for

two of the padilla plates

difference in
plate no average thickness thickness
11 .0111601116

.000160001612 01152.0115201132.01132

it should be clear that our sophisticated measurements show we
are dealing with gold sheet that has been manufactured by the most
precise means known the plates were cut out of a gold sheet stock
that gives every indication of having been manufactured on a metal
roller press and not by any known hand method the sheet metal
roller press was invented by leonardo da vinci in the sixteenth cen-
tury and was not generally used in europe until the nineteenth cen-
tury
quantitative analysis plates 11 and 12 have been analyzed quan-

titatively at brigham young university in provo utah and by dr
maurice D lambert of richland washington analysis by the
atomic absorption method at brigham young university showed
plate 11 to be made up of 89 gold 2 silver 9 copper a small
amount of zinc and iron plus traces of other elements lamberts
testing using xrayX ray spectographyspectrographyspectography shows plate 12 a probable com-
panion to plate 11 to be composed of 7396759675 gold 1351015 silver and 14
copper only three elements were tested for and they accounted for
100516100loo of the plates composition these methods then produced
gross results with considerable discrepancy in analysis of the two
plates the assumption that because of the close thickness dimension
that both plates 11 and 12 came from the same gold sheet stock may
thus be in error we mustmust either reject the analyses or assume that

6seeaseeee davila A study of the amuzgus gold plates hand hammered gold sheet is necessarily of
unequal thickness because of the method used in making it and it does have a rough surface dr
worlton either did not examine plate 12 very closely did not use a micrometer or examined a crude
duplicate of the plate that I1 have examined
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two gold sheet stocks of identical thickness were used in the manu-
facture of plates 11 and 12 7
despite these discrepancies the gold in the padilla plates is con-

siderablysiderably purer than the gold of most new world artifacts for ex-
ample positively identified gold foil from peru when checked by the
atomic absorption method showed about 479b47 gold 299362991629 silver 23
copper and smaller amounts of zinc and iron plus traces of several
other elements nonetheless these analyses do not provide con-
clusive information at this time and indicate the need for further
quantitative analysis

ANCIENT goldworkingGOLDWORKING IN THE NEW WORLD

to place the preceding comments on the shape and composition
of the plates in context it is desirable to review the historical back-
ground of mexican metallurgy it is well known that metallurgy was
practiced in mexico during early classic times8 AD 200 600 and
perhaps earlier 9 the development of metallurgical techniques in
south america is reported recently by clair C Patterpatterson10pattersonoPattersonpattersonbosonO10 to have
been a stepwisestep wise discovery of techniques going back to 1800 BC spe-
cifically the earliest known technology for working gold in thenewshenewthe new
world also comes from south america in the province of anda
huaylashuaylas department of apurimacApurimac at the site of waywakawaydakaWaywaka where
gold foil and a metalworkersmetalworkers tool kit were found joel grossman
reports of this find implications are that the use of metal was al-
ready well established in peru by the initial period complicated

ttit isis not likely that different stocks could be found of identical thickness even modern manufac
turing tolerances allow some variation between runs of production sheet
the following locations and chronological scheme apply lowland maya country consisting of the

yucatan peninsula gulf coast region including the mexican statesscaresstares of campechecampicheCam peche tabasco chiapas and
veracruz the petenperen of guatemala british honduras and partspans of honduras the maya cultures of the
past have been divided into the following chronological scheme

pre classic maya before the time of christ
proto classic 100 BBCC AADD 200
early classic AD 200 600
late classic 600 900
post classic 900 1200
protoprowprom historic 1200 1500

john9johnajohn L sorenson reconsideration of early metal inin Mesomesoamericamesoamencaamerica unpublished manuscript
1972 inin the possession of sorenson BYU general education department

11 clair C patterson the development of arsenic copper alloys inin peru during middle horizon
times paper delivered to the society for american archaeology 37th annual meeting may 1972
patterson presents evidence for the development of metallurgy inin peru inin stages between 1800 BC and
AADD 1500 she says the peruvians did not discover the principle of the bellows sulfide smellingsmeltingsmelting or
silver cupolationcupolanoncupo lationlanon
joel grossman the beginnings of metallurgy inin south central highlands of peru paper deliv-

ered to the society for american archaeology 37th annual meeting may 1972 the initial period isis
presumed to mean food production economy ca3000 BBCc
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metal treatments were known in later peru that equalledequal led the best
technology of the old world craftsmen 12

gold sheet was made by casting various quantities of gold silver
and copper into ingotsingols which contained numerous impurities in-
cluding traces of other elements the cast ingot was then made into
sheet by repeated hammering and annealing this was the only
known process of making thin metal sheets in the new world
thick sheet metal called plate was cast with ancient technology but
examples of this type are rare the hammering and annealing process
produced a thin but uneven sheet metal marked by numerous pocksbocks
see figure 4 made by the hammer and anvil examination of the
padilla plates shows no such hammer pockmarkspockmarks but only slightly
scratched smooth surfaces

figure 4 gold foil from peru which has been hammered to the desired thickness
by stone tools note the rough pockedcocked appearance of the surface

SCRIPT LAYOUT AND ENGRAVING

it is the engraving on the plates however that gives them their
book of mormon implications the padilla plates labelled 8 12 have
engraved characters on both sides laid out in a consistent symmetry

12 12heatherheather N lechtman ancient methods of gilding silver examples from the old and the new
worlds inin science and archaeology ed robert H brill cambridge mass MIT press 1971 and
the gilding of metals inin columbianprecolumbianPre peru inin application of science inin examination of art ed
william J young boston museum of fine arts 1973
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five characters can be read across for the width and five for the
length showing twentyfivetwenty five characters for each side of each plate
see figure 5 the complex engraved characters are small measur-
ing 165.165165 to 084.084084 the smallest character is 027.027027 such fine engrav-
ing probably required the use of a magnifying glass during the en-
graving process the engraving technique was analyzed by don J
christensen of las vegas nevada a professional jewellenjewellerjeweller and engrav-
er who asserts that modern methods were used in engraving the

figure 5 one side of plate 11 showing the symmetry of characters numbering
five across and five down plates 8 12 each exhibit this peculiar symme-
try
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metal platesplatepiatess and in attaching the hinge onto the sheet metal 13 chdschrischrlschads
tensen notes that the sheet metal is uniform in hardness and thick-
ness and the attached hinges have been made with modern tubing
dies
the hinges themselves have been attached to the plates14plates14 by a

soft solder which on plate 9 shows a crack at the point of attach-
ment see figure 6 this soft solder can only be a lead base prob-
ably mixed with tin which melts at around 350 F no other use of
soft solder has been found from pre columbian america only an al-
loyed type is known it was made of gold copper and sometimes
silver which melts at about 1150001500 F 15

figure 6 hingeattachmenthinge attachment on plate 9 note crack in soft solder on the right side
of the hinge where it is attached to the plate

conjlldonlydondonjJ christensen ofofmM jchristensenJ chnstensenchistensen & sons jewelers las vegas nevada to ray T matheny
we have examined the small gold and silver alloyed plate you have numbered S 3 in our opinion this
isis of fairly recent manufacture they would have been rolled out on fairly modem present century
rollers to obtain the uniform thickness and hardness also the attached partial hinge isis a tube of recent
tubing dies the engraving isis done by hand using steel engraving tools this type of work could be
done by anyone who isis familiar with hand engraving at this time it isis my belief and understanding
that ancient engraving was done by the method we presently call chasing that isis by using a tool and a
mallet to propel the roolcooltoolrooi inin cutting the characters the engraving inin question was not produced inin this
manner the edges of the plate appear to have been cut with a modem jewelers saw there are what
appear to be saw or file marks on some of the edges the thickness of the plate isis 3 mm this isis a
standard thickness inin modern supply it isis my opinion based on the above evidence that the plate isis a
modemmodern one made to look old and isis not of ancient origin
14cylindricalCylindrical14 hinges inin near perfect symmetry made inin such small sizesize could only have been formed

by a hard metal die and mandrel it isis inconceivable that a metalsmithmecal smith could have rolled gold sheet to
such symmetry as isis represented here by the tools available inin pre columbian times
IDD T easbyeasbyjrjr ancient american goldsmiths natural history 65 october 19564011956 401 09
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ANALYSIS OF THE ENGRAVEN characters
art motifs on the plates present a curious mixture of aztec

maya and anthon transcript likenesses plate 3 shows five anthon
transcript like symbols at the bottom and an anthropomorphic head
with scrolls positioned over the characters the head motif is also
found on a gold disk taken from the sacred well at chichen itza
yucatan mexico figure 13c figure 7aaa 16 the art style found on
the gold disk is rendered in typical lowland maya curvilinear design
and is in particular noted for the post classic period of the yucatan
peninsula 17the17 the rendering on padilla plate 3 is crude in comparison
to the disk found at chichen itza in that it tends to reduce the aes-
thetic curvilinearity of the maya design to more angular lines fig-
ure 7bab

figure 7aaa part of an art motif found on a gold disk taken from the sacred weillwellatat
chichen itza yucatan mexico after lothrop 1952 figure 13c

7bab same motif found on padilla plate 3

samuel K lothrop metals from the cenotecenorebenote of sacrifice chichen I1itzairzarzaarza yucatan memoirs of the
peabody museum harvard university 102 1952
lothropilothrop calls this particular design a maya one with the exception of the small hatched lines

which he shows to be a toltec characteristic see lothrop metals from the cenotebenote of sacrifice p 32
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plate 6 has three panels showing art motifs nearly identical to
those found on a carved wooden lintel at chichen itza figure 8 18118111

again the design is a crude rendering in comparison to the wooden
lintel carving though the different scale must be considered this
lintel is dated to the post classic occupation of the yucatan penin-
sula
plate 12 shows a tree pictograph that is practically identical to

that found on the aztec codex borbonicusBorbonicus which is dated to the
sixteenth century other symbols are interspersed with the tree de-
sign that are like those found on the anthon transcript
the fourth set of symbols are those identified as the anthon

transcript there is an abundance of these symbols throughout all of
the plates and several other symbols not associated with the anthon
transcript which is a copy of symbols taken from the book of mor-
mon plates by joseph smith martin harris then took the transcript
to dr charles anthon and asked him to verify their authenticity
the correspondences of the inscriptions on the padilla plates to
those of the anthon transcript are remarkable and those correspond-
ences deserve very close analysis
in checking on a possible source for the anthon symbols I1 was

told by dr gareth W lowe field director of the new world arc-
haeologicalchaeological foundation that the mexican mission had used a tract
in the early 1960s entitled el libro de mormon la historia de las
ame17americascas antes de colon salt lake city deseret news press nd
in this tract p 5 figure 9aaa the top four lines of the anthon tran-
script were reproduced by an artists drawing not a photocopy of
the original the bottom three lines of the transcript were not re-
produced in the tract
checking the possibility that someone had copied these top four

lines as a base for the symbols used in the padilla plates I1 broke
down the entire set of anthon symbols into basic elements occurring
singly and in compounds see figure 10 using the crowley num-
bering system see figure 11II 19

the single elements did not need to be repeated to qualify sym-
bols that appear to be similar to one another are listed as variants

It iedwardedwardlEdwardredward seler gesamnelte abhandlunger 5 graz austria akademische ruck verlarsanstaltverlarsansralt 1961
p 283

ariel L crowley about the book of momonmormonnomon salt lake city desert news press 1961 crowleyscrowleysrCrow leys
fine work isis well known hence the use of his numbered characters it should be noted that numbers 97
98 and 99 arearc missing from crowleyscrowleysrCrow leys system also there isis some disagreement on the total number of
sepseparatelyrarely rendered characters for instance crowley numbers 136 and 137 would be a single symbol to
me compare the photocopy of the anthon transcript figure 9bab
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for example crowley number 4 01 is regarded as the same as
number 39 i j but in reality these may have been separate mor
phemeschemes
compounds were regarded as assemblages of elements which

may be made up of infixes andor affixes appended to a basic ele-
ment an example of the use of an infix may be found by referring
to the crowley numbers 100 and 104 which show the use of
as a basic element without appendages but then seeing it used as
part of a compound infix in numbers 3 7 and 31 and in others an
example of an affix may be found in crowley number 4 where the
symbol is appended by the affixes making a complete
assemblage of but no element crosscutscrosscuts another
following these simple rules allows us to make a reasonable

breakdown of the anthon transcript and to see at least the limited
number of symbols used singly and in combination this was not an
attempt to make a linguistic analysis of the anthon transcript I1
leave this to epigraphersepigraphers but it is a useful device to isolate all pos-
sible components of symbols available to anyone wishing to repro-
duce it further no claim is made that the element breakdown is
complete it was made as a matter of convenience for this study
using this method ninety five elements and compounds were

discerned which were used as symbols having some presumed mean-
ing of these thirty six are single occurring elements many of
which also appear as parts of compound symbols sixty two are com-
pounds consisting of elements noted above there are several in-
stances where some of the elements of the compound appear only in
one compound symbol and not singly for example crowley num-
ber 201 consisting of elements and can be consid-
ered to make up a compound As it is only a sample of one
or more of the writing systems probably taken from a single text
found on the gold plates from which joseph smith translated we
would expect the anthon transcript to be an incomplete set of sym-
bols which is what we think to be the case
method of comparison of the anthon symbols with those of the

padilla plates was to use the above described element and compound
list placed in vertical columns figure 10 with the symbols that ap-
pear on each numbered plate shown to the right in respective col-
umns autograph copies of each plateplate2020 in an enlarged form were

2oautographautograph copies of the symbols found on each plate were made by william adams jr a scholar
of semitic languages
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used against the symbol list of the anthon transcript looking either
for single elements that stood alone or for compounds A total of
thirty eight anthon transcript like symbols appear on the padilla
plates of these twenty three are compounds and fifteen are single
symbols recognizably the same or greatly similar to the transcript
rendered by joseph smith 21 several of the compound symbols are
complex assemblages of up to ten parts which would seem to rule
out accidental duplication
how do we account for the fact that so large a number of the

anthon transcript symbols appear on the padilla plates in almost
identical style recall the mexican missionary tract that has the top
four lines of the anthon transcript reproduced by an artist figure
9aaa an analysis of these four lines of symbols and those found on
the padilla plates reveals a curious fact 6691066 occuronoccur on the plates an
analysis of symbols found on the bottom three lines of the anthon
transcript shows that of those symbols that were not already dis-
played in the top four lines of the missionary tract only three
05103103196.03196031.031 one only in part are found on the padilla plates forty that
do not appear in the top four lines do not appear on the padilla
plates if even one complicated compound symbol from the bottom
three lines of the anthon transcript appeared on the padilla plates
one would be forced to consider some source other than the mis-
sionary tract but since the only symbols that can be correlated are a
simple dash a dot and one zigzagzig zag line element number 64 then
we must look at these as being purely accidental correspondences

conclusions
since dr padilla has provided testimony concerning when how

and where the plates were found and has maintained over the past
thirteen years that this story is true the plates were investigated
from the point of view that they were genuine each question that
was generated about the technology of the plates during the in-
vestigationvestigation was treated in such a way as to discover the nature of the
tools and techniques of their manufacture
layout and cutting of the plates were remarkably accurate to say

the least A flat surface perpendicular reference and precision meas-
uring devices were required in addition the plates were cut by a
fine toothed saw a type commonly employed by jewelers today

dean C jessee has identified the handwriting of the anthon transcript as that ofjosephof joseph smith
jr however this has been challenged
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these instruments were not available to ancient american metallur-
gists and were available to old world craftsmen only in relatively
recent times the production of gold alloy sheet with the close toler-
ances of thickness of the padilla plates is most certainly a modern
achievement the method of engraving is also a modern one requir-
ing finely made hardened steel tools the making of cylindrical
hinges in such perfect symmetry is also astonishing as is the fact that
they were soldered by a technique known only in recent times
the copied art motifs from the wooden lintel located at chichen

itza and from the gold disk taken from the sacred well of the same
archaeological site are clumsy attempts to portray authenticity it is
highly unlikely that these motifs being individual works of art
should be duplicated in another medium by another culture at an-
other location at another time further the copying of the aztec
symbol from the codex borbonicusBorbo nicus was an act of little ingenuity it
is difficult to imagine a written medium showing writing symbols
used from the book of mormon period which closed at AD 421
according to pratts chronology mixed with symbols used over 1000
years later by the aztecsazteca and yet another of the classic maya period
the script used for the plates clearly was in part copied from the

mexican missionary tract which supplied a large percentage of the
total number of symbols used not only was the artist apparently
unaware that the bottom three lines of the anthon transcript were
not printed on the mexican tract but he also failed to understand
the clustering of symbols that occurs in any language in his in-
discriminate distribution of the anthon figures 22 additionally we
must consider that the anthon transcript was written with a quill
pen or equivalent this is evident in the fact that the symbols begin
with a thin line then widen on the curvilinear strokes thus when
we see the anthon transcript duplicated on metal or other media
with the same curvilinear strokes we suspect that it is a copy from
the pen and ink rendition without a change in artistic style such a
rendition in itself constitutes grounds for rejection
it is my opinion that the padilla plates are not authentic because

of any one of the major technological anachronisms given above
but given all of the factors considered the case against the
authenticity of the padilla plates should be closed once and for all

22william22william adams jr cryptographic analysis of the padilla plates unpublished manuscript
march 1973 adams comments on the padilla plates suggest that the artist of the plates seems to have
gotten mixed up in the directions the symbols should appear some symbols and clusterings of sym-
bols are rendered backwards Ms in the possession of paul R cheesman BYU religion department
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